1. Wai Kru
With palms on ankles, feel for the pulse,
assess nervous system, link with the receiver's
breath.
Palm walk to knees, palm circle, palm to pelvis.
Open Wind Gate, 15-60 seconds.
Palm walk to feet.
Palm walk feet many times, pronated and
supinated palming.
Palm press feet same time.
Optional: Thumb press 5 lines bottom of foot.
Thumb press gulpha marma (st 41),
coin rub 5 lines top of foot.

2. Ankle stretches
Bring feet together, press tops of feet,
soft, hard, soft.
Cross one foot over the other, press
soft, hard, soft.
Repeat for other side.
Take feet hip width, palms on ball of foot,
dorsiflex feet, soft, hard, soft.

3. Leg Traction
Outside palm cups ankle, inside palm guides leg to
internal rotation, gentle pull, soft, hard, soft.
Switch hands.
Inside palm cups ankle, outside palm guides leg to
external rotation, gentle pull, soft, hard, soft.
Optional: Ankle rotations.
Toe circles.
Pull/crack toes.

4. Single leg yanaka to posterior upper leg
Press leg up and in, use outside foot to bend knee,
inside foot stabilizes at glute.
2-3 passes with foot/heal press.
Hold for 3-5 seconds for accentuation.

5. Sciatic enervation stretch
Apply inside foot to bent leg gluteal area.
Using your foot as a fulcrum, gently lever the receiver’s
leg to full extension.
Return leg to bent position, micro-adjust your foot,
repeat leverage.

6. Hip circles
Hold calf at crease of knee with forward hand to guide
hip in circles.
Hold heal with rear hand.
Power and accentuation comes from rear hand
pressure.

7.  Lunging hip stretch with accentuation
Lunge with outside leg raised and place receiver’s foot
on your hip point.
Inside hand holds receiver’s extended leg down while
outside hand guides their knee.
Gently lunge forward to apply stretch.
Try several angles.
Move inside hand up leg in different positions to
change accentiation. 1,2,3,2,1
Optional: receiver may press with 50% of strength with
bent leg for 7 seconds, release, and stretch.

8. Lunging hip swing with adductor palm press
Outside hand guides hip inside hand single hand palm
walking adductors X3, 1,2,3,2,1

9. Tree Pose stretch and compression
Palm walking from above knees to pelvis and back.
Palm press both legs same time to stretch, 1,2,3,2,1.
Move leg out, butterfly palm inner thigh. 1,2,3,2,1.

10. Adductor stretch w/ butterfly palms
Slowly straighten bent leg.
Outside hand cups heel or ankle.
Inside cradles under knee.
Press leg toward shoulder and release slowly
deepening stretch.
Block straight leg with foot.
Hold leg at comfortable stretch, butterfly palm
1,2,3,2,1.

11. Leg lock hamstring press
Using inside foot and heal compress hamstrings
1,2,3,2,1 x3 soft, hard, soft

12. Hip distraction stretch
Bring foot to floor and lift knee to sky.
Interlace fingers, cup knee, lean back.
Try different hand positions and trajectories

13. Fingerlock/ thumb quad compressions
Interlace fingers and use like a hinge.
Squeeze thigh between hands, 1,2,3,2,1.
Open hands, fingers interlaced, use thumbs for more
specific pressure.

14. Splitting the gastroc
Video game controller hands, feel for space between
lobes of the calf, lean back, straighten fingers,
1,2,3,2,1.
Fingers walking, up and down calf.

Palms circle knees

15. Calf stretch to seated reflexology
Open lunge position.
Back hand cups heal, foot and forearm.
Forward hand on thigh, 3 positions.
Stretch calf and press thigh.
Thigh press 20% power.
Rotate body, sit, cradle leg.
Video game controller bottom of foot.

16. IT band foot sandwich (Yanaka)
Foot walking on IT band, knee to hip and back x3
Roll leg to inward rotation, slide bottom foot under.
Adjust so that top leg can press to full extension.
Move foot sandwich up and down leg x3 soft, hard,
soft.
Optional: Heel accentuation to just above lateral
knee.
Slide foot out, foot walking to TFL/glutes

17. Lateral glute compressions to hip lift
Bicycle pedaling TFL/Glute until hip is lifted.
Snoop around glute with toes, heels.
Optional: Flexed toes to low back, slowly lower hip.

18. Walking the side body to axillary traction
Foot walk to underarm.
Accentuation below bottom rib.
Pedaling serratus, lat, subscap
Apply heal to axillary region and traction arm.
Try several heal positions, foot angles, and
trajectories.

19. Taekwanleap neck fascia traction
ADVANCED TECHNIQUE MOVE SLOWLY.
Have receiver turn head away.
Ball of foot to back of head above C1.
Traction arm toward hip.
Try several angles and internal/external rotated arm
positions.

20. Palm walk the arm to pec compression
Outside hand to palm, inside hand on pec, stretch.
Palm walk up and down arm many times.
Palm pec many times.
Optional: Standing, foot to hand and forearm.
Bicep rolling.
Outside hand cups scapula, bent fingers
massage rotator cuff/ rhomboids.
Thumb walking sen line

21. Posterior arm stretch and palm walking
Bottom palm on hand.
Upper palm on deltoid.
“Love story” arm many times, avoiding the elbow.
Optional: Forearm compressions, “Planting a flag”

Hand Sequence:
Turn palm over, interlace fingers with receiver, thumb press palms many time.
Thumbs sweep palm. Turn hand over, sit, coin rub 5 lines of the hand. Pinch finger webbing. Wrist stretches.

22. Hamstring stretch and variations
Lift leg at knee.
Inside hand presses heal.
Outside hand press hamstring 1,2,3,2,1.
Optional: Block leg with heel, calf, or knee.

23. Assisted twist with accentuation
Press bent leg knee to mat.
Accentuations:
1. Slowly press opposite shoulder to mat, palm
on pec.
2. Move hand to glute, press glute opposite
held shoulder.

24. Medial leg compression and sitting
Bottom palm on achilles, upper palm below gluteal
fold, stretch.
“Love Story” leg, avoiding the knee.
Optional: Thumb walk sen lines.

25. Hip twists and golden triangle
Interlace fingers and hinge squeeze thigh from
knee to hip.
Squeeze and rotate hip, knee toward face.
Thumb or elbow press “golden triangle”
Palm walk back extensors to shoulder many times.

26. Shoulder rotations and low back elbow
Diamond sitting at shoulder, interlace arm with
receiver and rotate shoulder inward/outward.
Cup shoulder, lean back, soft, hard, soft.
ADVANCED TECHNIQUE
Rotate your body, elbow compressions to QL
below lowest rib while pulling shoulder back.

27. Palm walking the posterior
MASTER RELEASE
Foot to Foot
Palm walking to knee.
“Horse hoof” circles to back of knee
Palm walk to glutes and back to achilles.
Heels to glutes stretch.
Prone calf stretch.
Palm walk to glutes, press x3

28. Butterfly palm low back and palm walk
Kneel on gluteal fold.
Butterfly palms to low back
Receiver arms by sides palm walk up to scapulae
and back many times.

28B. Palming the arms, palm to palm

29. Assisted cobra and variations
Receiver holds wrist, with your legs extended at
the hip, lean back and rest on heels.
Soft, Hard, Soft.
You may try different knee positions, and also
standing cobra.

30. Psoas releases with single leg variation
Bend knees to 90 degrees and lift. Repeat lifting
higher on second try.
Turn you hip, plant foot in low back, lift legs
slowly.
Sweeping.

31. Assisted plow
High lunge, cup heals with back hand and guide
feet with forward hand.
May have client place hands on thighs with arms
straight for stabilization.
Accentuations: Have client drop hips and pull
toes toward face.
(If time permits, abdominal sequence)

Head / Neck sequence:
Heels to trap pedaling.
Neck scoops.
Sub occipital holding.
Head turned thumb the neck.
12 lines of the faces, ear squinching, scalp massage, “Rain drop” fingers, sweeping the face

32. Ecstatic baby.
Bend receivers knees, press heels toward head.
Bend your knees, kneel on hamstring, lean
forward.

33. Assisted forward fold.
Place heels in hip crease, link wrists, lift client.

Only apply to clients the same size or smaller
than yourself!

34. Assisted forward fold to seated
Cross receiver’s legs.
Soft part of ankles to your shins.
Bend your knees, straight back, lift client x3.
Step back and pull client to seated.

35. Extended lat traction
Receiver places and in prayer, arms extended.
Rotate hip, plant foot against glutes, leg along
spine.
Lean back, gentle traction.

36. Seated trap compressions
Palms turned away starting lateral to C7, palm
press trap to deltoid, 1,2,3,2,1 many times.
Optional: Thumb pressing, Thumb pressing with
chin to chest.

37. Angel Stretch
Receiver reaches back and takes your wrists.
In boat pose, place toes above sacrum, press
with feet while gently pulling back.
Move feet to middle back and below scapula
and repeat.

Closing the session:
Tapotement- Quack chop, thumb cupping, clouds.
Shoulder squeezes, sweeping.

